BMW Center Arm Rest Removal Instructions

Liability Waiver Document
Do it yourself articles:

All information contained herein should be independently verified and confirmed. Coby Wheel (Michael LeMon) does
not accept any liability for any injury, loss or damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information.
Reader agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Coby Wheel (Michael LeMon) from and against any damages, cost and
expenses, including any legal fees, potentially resulting from the application or use of any of our DIY information
provided. This disclaimer applies to any damages or injury caused by any error, omission, or under any other cause of
action.
Reader agrees to assume all risk resulting from the application of any of the information provided by Coby Wheel
(Michael LeMon).
By using this web site, including any applets, software and content contained therein, the visitor agrees that the use of
this web site and its information is entirely at his/her own risk.
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BMW Center Arm Rest Removal Instructions
TOOLS NEEDED
•
•
•

Philips screwdriver
Needle nose pliers
Flat head screwdriver

INSTALLATION
1. Adjust seats fully towards front of car to allow for room to work on armrest. Open cover pull out the rear ash-tray,
remove the 2 screws located at the bottom, then pull up ashtray cradle and remove it make sure to disconnect the
connector first.
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2. The ashtray cavity will have two Phillip head screws - remove them and remove the trim piece that covers the 2
round springs connected to the armrest this cover unsnaps so grab round “bumps” and unsnap/ flex them to remove.
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3. Use pliers to remove the 2 armrest springs, springs just unlock twist clockwise one side counter clock wise on other.
Take note of how springs come off to help you with installation.(to install springs you will need to put straight edge of
spring into notch and hold spring and twist it clockwise/counter clockwise almost a full half turn to lock back into place.
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3a.Spring re-install view.

4. Put armrest down and remove the two plastic inserts that springs were attached to, just use a flat head screwdriver
and un-snap and pull them out they need to be pulled out. Note the way they come out (they have a notch that locks
back into opening) reach to the front of armrest and push/unlock the latch that holds the top lid to the lower oddments
tray. And remove lid.
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5. The lid has 2 small screws that are covered by 2 small caps that need to be removed, carefully remove caps(it’s easy to
scratch the plastic while doing this) or if you are buying new caps just run a screw into the cap and pull them out, then
unscrew the 2 small screws.
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6. The inner cover then needs to be gently popped up on the back edge and slid backwards to un hook from the lid
(Make sure to un- latch it fully before pulling up as to not break any connectors)
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7. Carefully remove old leather or vinyl cover (you will have to unscrew the small lock mechanism)and glue on the new
cover making sure cover is smooth and edges are lined up, take your time on this process .

8. Reinstall the armrest in the reverse order of removing it.
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